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About This Content

Armory

Howell Barrex Inc. were always the best in the field of weapon production. Now they are presenting 2 new weapon variants for
Special Forces to test in the field of battle. New Sector gates have been opened; explore the residential sector and face its perils.

The Armory Pack Contains:

10 helmets equippable by any class
2 new weapon variants

New Sector - Residential Sector

LMG Bulwark Pattern

Critical hit chance bonus from Crit.-Module is halved

Very strong if holding positions

LMG Creed Pattern
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has no chance to deal critical damage but damage increases with your kills

will fill the gap between GAR and Minigun, for high damage purpose
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Title: The Red Solstice Armory Pack
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Ironward
Release Date: 26 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Later

Processor: Intel Core i5-2320 CPU @ 3.00 Ghz or Better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 3800 / Nvidia GeForce 9600 GT or Better

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: A Fine High Definition Audio Device Never Hurt Anyone

Additional Notes: OpenGL / OpenAL

English
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developer cant even speak basic english from level 1.. you hear a c y ka voice saying its own mambo jumbo,.. and then english
text appears "be wary laser can kill you"
at this moment i am like oh myyyyy in soviet russia A means B.. balalaika... great game, not worth $5 tho, would recomend if it
is on sale or if you have a coupon... like i had a 75% coupon and this game was worth $1.25 but i would have requested a refund
probably if i would have bought for $5, still a good game and prob the only "meme" game i will ever keep in my library. As a
big Neil Gaiman fan, I was eager to try this game. What could go wrong, I said to myself the day we bought the Steam key. I
didn't realise that the author of Coraline and The Graveyard Book could be involved in such a broken, easy, repetitive game!
I played this for an hour and completed three chapters out of five, I sat through the same levels and did the same thing for one
hour. ONE HOUR! That is enough to drive someone mad. 3/10.. There are not so many games that really demands one into
team-oriented play. AirBuccaneers is one of those diamonds. Ludocraft's old Unreal Tournament 2004 mod has got its facelift.

Although a bit rusty from the edges, the basic gameplay in AIrBuccaneers is worth it. Two teams, Vikings and Buccaneers are
battling for the domination of the air space with different kind of balloons differing from little kamikaze ones to big battleships
and floating bases.

For a new player it can be a bit hard to get into the game, though compared to the old mod, AirBuccaneers is much more gently.
There isn't really a game like AirBucs, especially in terms of gameplay.

There's perhaps only two flaws in the game, for me at least. One is the not-so-big player population. But, eh, that can be fixed,
because AirBuccaneers deserves more players. The second flaw is a bit clumsy melee action, but one can live with it.

I recommend this game for everyone from the bottom of my heart!. When DTG announced that they got the license with SNCF
I was mixed with joy and a little worry, but DTG certainly didn't let me down this time, this route is just fantastic.
  To be honest I wasn't expecting this route can be such detailed especially with JT already announced another one in the first
place. I can even say the scenery is as good as many mountain-pass routes like the Feather River Canyon. And you can
experience it at also tremendously high speed. Yes there are already high-speed routes and there are also quite a lot of great-
scenery routes before, but this really is the first one which combined both perfectly.
  For a whole-new country with a completely new system of trains, I can certainly notice that DTG is trying hard not to
compromise in quality while spending efforts on creating a lot of new things. When you consider that, this route is actually very
worth the price.
  Next comes with the TGV Duplex, this is way better than DB ICE when you compare the modeling quality and details. The
train looks breathtaking and in adequate amount of features. And also the physics feels great, as well as the sounds.
  But when mentioning physics, there is one little thing I couldn't understand. At one specific tunnel outside Marseille, the train
shakes very badly, same thing happened in Class 395 before, I wondered what really caused it because I believe such shaking is
absolutely intolerant in real TGVs.
  If I have to complain about something, I wish there were more buttons that I can actually press like the cruise control settings,
it can work but I wish I can operate them in the cab with switches rather than pressing Y and C. And if I can have another angle
in passenger view like a view of the lower floor seats. I would be overjoyed.
  In conclusion, I'm satisfied and I'm really looking forward to other French routes, nice work DTG and keep on going:). I
haven't had this route for very long, but in the short time that I have, it has become one of my favorite routes.

It feels like a backwater shortline, in some areas, but in others it feels like you are just a stones throw away from a major city. I
LOVE the two short branch lines that branch off from the main line. One near Westin that goes to a logging site and a coal
mine, and another that branches to a coal mine and a limestone quarry. You gain a bit of elevation going from one end to the
other, but it really doesn't feel like it, as the grades are kept very mild. I think the steepest grade you will encounter is 1% on the
branch line to the mine and quarry.

Another thing I like abou this route is that it could easily be a steam-diesel transition era route by making your own free roam
using the US freight car packs and some of the early diesel locomotives and steam locomotives in the store. I have done this
already for myself, and I would post it to the workshop if a large amount of DLC was not needed. (I don't like posting things
that need a massive amount of DLC to use, because that limits the number of people who will be able to enjoy it)

This route lends itself well to the Smokebox AT&N Consolidation, the GP7 pack, the SW1500 pack, and any of the 44 Tonners
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because the route feels like the kind of railroad that would use a small locomotive such as these as the main locomotive power,
with the 44 tonners being used as yard switchers or assigned to move cars up and down the branch lines.
Heck, the branchlines could even be a separate railroad, with trackage rights between the sawmill, Westin, and the two branch
lines with Westin being the interchange yard between the two.

Now, onto what I don't like about this route:

1. None of fueling points are interactive so you can't refuel a diesel or take on water in a steamer.
2. None of the mines\/quarries\/grain elevators are functional, meaning there are no loading or unloading points at the industries.
All you can do is spot cars beneath the tipple, which is a shame, because there are several places where coal would be unloaded,
(the textile mill, the foundries, and the saw mill, among others)and several places for limestone to be unloaded (lime and cement
plants). It would be great to be able to load a car of coal or ore at one of the mines and unload it at one of the two foundries or
the power plant for the textile mill or sawmill. The same applies for the cement plant and lime plant. it would be nice to be able
to load a car of limestone at a quarry and unload it at the lime plant, or load a car at the cement plant or even one of the two
grain elevators.
3. The tracks for the Colton Roundhouse dead end halfway into the building, leaving half of the locomotive sticking out of the
doorway, which looks even more awkward considering the roundhouse stall doors are closed.

Don't get me wrong, you can still have a lot of fun with this route. I myself have cloned the route in the editor and added loading
and unloading points at several of the industries, as well as fuel and water points for locomotives.This has taken the enjoyability
of the route to the next level for me.

EDIT: I contacted the route creator through his website and got permission to release a modified version of the route containing
operating mines, quarries, and grain elevators. Also included will be unloaders at the locations where the coal\/ore\/grain would
be unloaded. I will link it here when it is fully ready.. Beautiful concept and graphics, but I got very frustrated with the
unforgiving gameplay and gave up. The obstacles are too close together, there's too many cop cars to start with, and the insta-fail
crashes lead to endless do-overs. At least it lets you keep trying, but after like 20 tries averaging about 8 seconds per run, I was
over it. If the difficulty could be tweaked in creative ways (fewer obstacles, slower speed, fewer cop cars), I'd love to try this
again.. Very fun game. Worth your time if you like good stories and gameplay, and retro-ish graphics. In a saturated market
where video games are released daily you’ll see a fair share of experimental games that try to be something different and unique
but fail in one way or another, but this game is the exception. One of the best aspects is that it remembers about being a game
first, while being complimented by everything else. The idea is unique and something I’ve personally have not seen before, and
is not pretentious about it.

The visuals are an excellent style choice and leave plenty for imagination, which makes for a unique and terrifying experience.
You don’t know what is going on around you or where you are, sometimes you don’t know what is going to happen next, but
that’s part of what makes this game great and tense. It’s pretty to see all those visuals slowly change in front of you by your
actions, although you won’t always be able to appreciate them for too long because you’ll be in danger constantly. But they can
make for pretty screenshots and wallpapers if you experiment enough.

There is no music, only small ambient sounds and the sounds made by your character and other entities. However it doesn't need
any music to begin with, for it would detract from the focus, but I assure you the sound design will end up stuck in your head
and you'll be remembering the sounds for quite a while. Some sounds were a little too hauting for me I must admit.

Overall is not a complicated game, in fact is not a hard game either, it can be a little frustrating at times, however I appreciate its
focus on simplicity, especially because simplicity well done is a rarity. The mechanics are not hard to understand and it’s very
well designed from start to finish. And really, there is not much to say; it is what it is and does a fine job, but I enjoy it for what
it is and for delivering an unerving experience. It might be short, but for the small price is absolutely worth it and one of the
most unique games I've seen in a while. Is even better experienced on a dark room with headphones!
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This game should get more love. People are complaining about the devs, but as i have been following this game for the last
10-15 years the devs have shown that they are commited to this game. This is not an MMO that gets milked and than left to die.
Recently they merged servers and even added new types of servers like Heroic en Temporary servers.

The inclusion of the ogrines for micro transactions was not the greatest but also a logical move in my opinion. They saw their
player count dropping and there were less and less games with a subscription model. They could have chosen to hold out till the
bitter end and than drop dead, or they could adapt to what new games where doing and survive. If the game would be released
now now one would blink an eye at such a system.

If you want to play something polished, unique, cheerfull and in-depth than please give this game a try.. One of my favourite
Lego games. Probably the best. Played it a lot on the PS3, just starting to play it again on Steam.. 
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1205488139
most people who make games program the computer to calculate these kind of results.
i guess this person made up results for each single case by himself lol

10/10. the edge panning seems to be inverted. i have never seen something rediculous like this. Great imagination, Fun game if
you like to figure out puzzles. Only downside? Too short.. This not for the weak of heart. takes strategy tactics and wits. a really
nice War game.
. I'm lovin' it. Would love to get more games like this to play and review.. It is one thing to be old school, its one thing to have
this hind of look, its NOT a thing to be this ungodly boring.

"Its old I guess, its ok since its this dated, I bet I can find something-"

Release Date: Apr 30, 2016

2016

Nope

I will only accept this if it was a college project that was put on steam to test the waters.. Very fun game, challenging and
exciting.
I give it 5 out of 5 Little Boy Butts (LBB)

5/5 LBB

I recommend.. Noice Game Everyone Should Get it So Multiplayer Gets Bigger
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